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NORMS OF HANKEL OPERATORS AND UNIFORM ALGEBRAS

TAKAHIKO NAKAZI

ABSTRACT. Two generalizations of the classical Hankel operators are defined

on an abstract Hardy space that is associated with a uniform algebra. In this

paper the norms of Hankel operators are studied. This has applications to

weighted norm inequalities for conjugation operators, and invertible Topelitz

operators. The results in this paper have applications to concrete uniform

algebras, for example, a polydisc algebra and a uniform algebra which consists

of rational functions.

0. Introduction. Let A be a compact Hausdorff space, let C(X) be the algebra

of complex-valued continuous functions on X, and let A be a uniform algebra on

X. For r G Ma, the maximal ideal space of A, set A0 = {/ G A: r(f) = 0}. Let m

be a representing measure for r on X.

The abstract Hardy space Hp = Hp(m), 1 < p < oo, determined by A is defined

to be the closure of A in Lv — Lp(m) when p is finite and to be the weak*-closure

of A in L°° = L°°(m) when p = oo. Suppose Hg = {f G Hp: ¡x f dm = 0},

Kg = {/ G Lp: ¡xfgdm = 0 for all g in A} and Kp = {/ G Lp: Jxfgdm = 0
for all ginAo}. Then ÄJ C K% and Hp c Kp. Moreover put K0 = Kl n C(X)
and K = KpP< C(X). Then A0 C K0 and AcK.

Let Q^ be the orthogonal projection from L2 to K0 and Q^ the orthogonal

projection from L2 to H0. For a function f> in L°° we denote by M$ the multipli-

cation operator on L2 that it determines. The two generalizations of the classical

Hankel operators that we consider in this paper are defined as follows. For <b G L°°

and f GH2

H^)f = Q^M4>f       (j = l,2).

If A is a disc algebra and r(/) = /(0) where / denotes the holomorphic extension of

f G A, then r is in Ma- Let m be a normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle;

then m is a representing measure for r. Then H2 is the classical Hardy space and

Hl=K%. Hence H^] = H(2). It is well known that \\H^\\ = \\H{2)\\ = \\<j> + H°°\\

where ||0 + H°°\\ = ini{\\<p + gH«, : g G H°°}. This is Nehari's theorem (cf. [11,

Theorem 1.3]). However generalizations to uniform algebras are unknown except

for Corollary 2.1.1 in [4]. This appears to be due to the lack of a factorization

theorem of H1, that is, if h G H1 and jx \h\ dm < 1, then h = fg, f G H2 and

g G H2 where /x |/|2 dm < 1 and fx \g\2 dm < 1.
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(l)l IIe andIn this paper we will study the relation between \\H\ '\\ and ||<^

between \\H\ ;|| and \\4> + K°°\\ in general uniform algebras. The main idea of this

paper is that we consider Hankel operators on vH2 for every nonnegative invertible

function v in L°°. Two applications of our results to Hankel operators are given.

One of them is an application to a Helson-Szegö theorem (cf. [8]) in a general

uniform algebra. The other is an inversion theorem (cf. [13]) for Toepliz operators

in a uniform algebra.

In §1, the norms of Hankel operators are studied in general abstract uniform

algebras. In §2, the norms of Hankel operators are calculated more accurately in

special uniform algebras. In §3, applications of results in §§1 and 2 to weighted

norm inequalities for conjugation operators in uniform algebras are given. In §4,

applications of results in §§1 and 2 to left invertible Toeplitz operators are given.

In §5, we give concrete examples for which we can apply theorems in previous sec-

tions. That is, a uniform algebra which consists of rational functions on a multiply

connected domain, a subalgebra of a disc algebra which contains the constants and

which has finite codimension, and a polydisc algebra.

1. Hankel operators and general uniform algebras. Let ubea nonnega-

tive function in L°° with v~l G L°°. Let Qv ' be the orthogonal projection from L2
,?t2 -ft2

onto (vH2)1- = v  lK0 and Qv    the orthogonal projection from I? onto v  1H0

If v is a constant function then Q(v3) = Q^ (j = 1,2). For cb G L°° and / G vH2

H^vf = Q^M¿f

If v is a nonzero constant then H.

L°°: v'1 G L°° and« > 0}.

0> H

THEOREM  1.   Let cb be a function in Lc

sup

veiL«-)-1

\H.
(2)v:

If K°° is dense in K1 then

sup
v€(L°°) + l

\H.
(l)«i

0 = 1,2).

{P (j = 1,2).   Put (L

then

\\<¡> + K°°\\.

!!</> +#c

\_1 =  {v G

l)v
PROOF. We shall prove the theorem only for H\ ' . For H°° is always dense in

(2)v
H1 and so the proof for H¿     is similar. By definition

H {IV snp{\(H^v(vf),v-'g)\;fGH2, g G K2,\\vf\\2 < 1, Wv'gh < 1}

'fflla <l}sup Lcbfgdm

< sup

= 110"

(phdm
x

H°°\

;fGH2,gGK2,\\vf\\2<l,

:hGK¿,\\h\\i<í\

r(i)fi
It remains to show that supw \\H^'U\\ > \\<b + H°°\\.  Let h G K^ and set En =

{x G X; 0 < \h(x)\ < 1/n}, so m(En) -^ 0.   Put F0 = {x G X;h(x) = 0} and
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Fn — {x G X; \h(x)\ > 1/n}. Define un by the formula

(I, XG En,

un(x) = In, xGFo,

{ \h(x)\~1'2, XGFn

(see [4, Lemma 2.1]). Clearly un G (L00)^1.

/   \h\2u2ndm = /    \h\2undm+ /    \h\2u2ndm + /    \h\2u2ndm
Jx Je„ JFo JFn

= f   \h\2dm+ [   \h\dm
Je„ ÍFn

<        \h\dm+        \h\dm=  /   \h\dm.
Je„ Jf„ Jx

On the other hand,

/  uy2 dm = m(En) + (-^ j m(F0) + /    \h\dm.

If i>„ = itn x then

(bhdmL = \(4>Vn,Vnlh)\

<\\H. (iK |^K|2dm)      [jxKlh\ dm
1/2

Since limn Jx |un|2 dm = Jx \h\dm and limn Jx \vn 1h\2 dm < fx \h\dm,

[ (bhdm <sup\\H(,1)v"\\ f \h\dm.
Jx n Jx

The annihilator of Kff in L°° is H°° because Kq° is dense in K¿ by hypothesis.

By duality,

\\<f> + H°°\\<     sup     \\H™V\\.
veiL™)-1

COROLLARY 1.1. If <b = f/f for some nonzero f in Kfi then \\H^1]\\ = \\<j> +

H°°\\ = 1. Iff> = f/f for some nonzero f in Äg then \\H{2)\\ = \\<b + K°°\\ = 1

and so \\H^ \\ = \\H™ ||.

PROOF. If <¡> = f/f and / G Kl is nonzero, set g = //||/||2- Then <b = g/g and

\(H(¿]g,g)\ = /x|g|2dm = 1. Theorem 1 implies Hii^ll = H + H°°\\ = 1- The
second assertion can be proved similarly.

2. Hankel operators and special uniform algebras. Let Ôa denote the

Shilov boundary of A and NT denote the set of representing measures for r 6 Ma

whose support is contained in Ôa- Suppose NT is finite dimensional and equal to n.

Let m be a core point of NT and let N°° be the real annihilator of A in L^ . Then

dim N°° = n and A + A0 + N™ is weak*-dense in L°° where Ac°° = A°° + iN°°

(cf. [7, p. 109]).
Set £ = exp A°°; then £ is a subgroup of (L00)^. If n = 0 £ = {1} and so the

following theorem gives Corollary 2.1.1 in [4], that is, WH^W = \\H{2)\\ = {{(b+H00^
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THEOREM 2.   Let çb be a function in L°°, then

supWH^^U + Hc
ve£

and

sup\\H{2)v\\ = U + H°° + N™\\.

PROOF. Ifu e (L00)^1 then log v = u+u0 where u0 G N°° and u is in the weak*-

closure of Re A (cf. [7, p. 109]). Then u = log \h\ for some invertible function h in

H°° and so v = \h\v0 where v0 = eu°. Hence vH2 = b(v0H2), v~1hI = b(vQlHQ)

and v-lK2Q = b(valK20) where b = \h\/h. Then Q$ = M-bQ{J]' Mb and so Hyf)v° =

MhQvj) MbM<¡,. Hence

||i#>0|| = sup{||Mt,Q^M6M0(t,o/)||2;i;o/ € v0H2 and ||t,0/||2 < 1}

= sup{||QWM¿(í,i;o/)||2>o/ G vH2 and \\bv0f\\2 < 1}

= KJ)i-

Thus for any u G (L00)f1 there exists i>n G £ such that for j — 1,2

11-^0     II - 11-^      II-

Thus

sup     \\H{J)v\\=sup\\H{J)v\\    for j= 1,2.
ve(L^)^1 »ef

Now the theorem follows from Theorem 1 because K°° = H°° + N^° (cf. [7, pp.

106-109]).
We now consider a more special uniform algebra, that is, we assume that m is

a unique logmodular measure. Then the linear span of N°° D log \(H°°)~1\ is A00

(cf. [7, p. 114]). Choose hi,...,hn G (i/00)"1 so that {log |/ij|}™=1 is a basis for

A°°. Put Uj = log \hj\ (l<j< n) and £0 = {exp(£"=1 SjUj) : 0 < sj < 1}. Then

£0c£.

THEOREM 3. Suppose m is a unique logmodular measure for r. If <b is a func-

tion in L°°, then there exist tf and t2 in £q such that

\\H^\\ = \\cb + H°°\\    and    WH^W^U + H^ + N-W-

PROOF. If v G £ then v = \h\v0 for some h G (H00)"1 and some vq G <?o- Hence

vH2 = b(voH2) for b = \h\/h. Then as in the proof of Theorem 2

sup||^>|| = sup||^>||
ve£0 v££

By Theorem 2 there exists a sequence {t;¡} in £Q such that \\H^     \\ < \\H¿ \\

and linn-.«, ll^^'ll = \\<t> + H°°\\. Since vt G £0, vt = exp(£;=1 •,!«,■) and 0 <
Sji < 1 (1 < j < n). By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume

that Sji converges to a function Sj for each j, and |sj| < 1 (1 < j < n). Put

tf = exp(Z]=l SjUj); then h G £0 and \\H{¿)U \\ = U + H°°\\. For H{2)v the proof

is similar.
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3. Weighted norm inequalities. Let P be the orthogonal projection from L2

to H2. P^ denotes P restricted to A+Ko and P^ denotes P restricted to A+Aq.

We are interested in knowing when P^ (j = 1,2) is bounded in L2(w) = L2(w dm)

where w is a nonnegative weight function in Ll. That is, we want to find the weight

functions w for which there is a positive constant 7 such that

/   \f\2wdm<f      \f + g\2wdm,        f G A, g G K0
Jx Jx

or

/   \f\2wdm<~j      \f + g\2wdm,        f G A, g G A0.
Jx Jx

In case A is a disc algebra, such weight functions w are well known. Then Ko — Ao

and so P'1) = P^2\ P^ is bounded in L2(w) if and only if w = \h\2 for some outer

function h in H2 and \\qb + H°°\\ < 1 where <b = \h\2/h2. This result is called the

Helson-Szegö theorem. The Helson-Szegö theorem was generalized by [5, 9 and 10]

in case NT = {m}. However in case NT 7^ {m} it has not been generalized. This

is probably due to the lack of a factorization of H1 functions similar to norms of

Hankel operators.

In this section we shall study weighted norm inequalities in general uniform

algebras.   These can be obtained easily using the theorems in §§1 and 2.   Let

v G (L00)^1 and let Pv be the orthogonal projection from L2 onto vH2.   P„

denotes Pv restricted to vA + v~1Kq and P„    denotes Pv restricted to vA + v~1A0.

PROPOSITION 4. Suppose K is dense in K1. Let w — \h\2 for some outer

function h in H2, i.e. h A is dense in H2. Moreover suppose hK is dense in K2.

Let cb = \h\2/h2. Pv     is uniformly bounded in L2(w) with respect to v G (L00)^1

if and only if \\4> + H°°\\ < 1. P„ is uniformly bounded in L2(w) with respect to

vG(L°°)y} if and only if \\4> + K°°\\ < 1.

The proof follows easily from Theorem 1.

PROPOSITION 5. Suppose dimAT = n < 00 and m is a core point of NT. Let

w — \h\2 for some outer function h in H2 and cb = \h\2/h2. Pw is uniformly

bounded in L2(w) with respect to v in £ if and only if \\cb + H°°\\ < 1 and P¡¡ is

uniformly bounded in L2(w) with respect tov G £ if and only if ^<b+H°°+N%°§ < 1.

The proof follows easily from Theorem 2 or Proposition 4.

Suppose m is a unique logmodular measure in NT. Then any k in H2 with

log |fc| G L1 has the form: k = Fh where F is an inner function and h is an outer

function [2, p. 138]. We call a function F in Hp an inner function if \F\ G £. If

logu; G L1 then w = \k\2 for some k in H2 [2, Theorem 10.3].

THEOREM 6.   Let m be a unique logmodular measure in NT.

(1) Suppose N°° c C(X). Pv is bounded in L2(w) for every v in £q if and

only if w~x G Ll, w = \k\2 for some k in H2 and

\\\k\2/k2 + H°c/F2\\ <1

where F is an inner part of k.

(2) Py is bounded in L2(w) for every v in £0 if and only iflogw G Ll, w = \k\2

for some k in H2 and || |fc|2/fc2 + K°°/F2\\ < 1 where F is an inner part of k.
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PROOF. (1) If P¿    is bounded in L2(w) for every v in £o then there is a positive

constant 7 such that

/ |/|2u;dm <! f \f + g\2wdm,        f G A, g G AQ + Ac°°.
Jx Jx

Let / = 1 and g G A0. Then

/   |1 + g|2 wdm > — I wdm > 0.
Jx 1J

Since m is a unique logmodular measure, log«; belongs to L1 [2, p. 145]. Hence for

/o in A0

\1 + fo\2wdm > exp /   logiudm
Jx Jx

by Jensen's inequality. Thus

./,
1 + fo + g\2 wdm > -exp /

1       Jx
log wdm > 0

for any /0 G A0 and g G A0 + Ac°°. It is easy to see that w~l G L1 (cf. [12,

Theorem 4.3.1]). Since log w G L1, w = \k\2 for some k G H2 and so k = Fh where

F is an inner function and h is an outer function. It is easy to see that for every

i> e ¿0

cos(vA,v  1(A0 + Ac°°)) = sup /   fgwdm
Jx

; f G A, gGAo + N,
OO

C      '

/   \vf\2wdm<l,      k_1g|2wdm < ll < 1

because P„    is bounded in L2(w) for every u G <fo- As in the proof of Theorem 3

we can show that there exists avo G £q such that

sup cos(vA,v~l(A0 + Ac°°)) = cos(v0A,v0'1(A0 + Ac°°)).
v&£o

Thus setting cb = \k\2/k2 we get

sup j   /  F2gçbdm  :   /   |P2g| dm < 1, g G K¿\ < 1.

By duality ||</>+ (F2)-1/?00!! < 1. The converse is easy to show.

The proof of (2) is similar to that of (1).

4. Toeplitz operators. For (b G L°° let T^ be the operator on H2 defined by

T^f — P(M<t>f). The operator T¿ will be called a Toeplitz operator. Suppose (b is

a unimodular function in L°°. We want to know when T^ is left invertible. In case

A is a disc algebra, Widom (cf. [13]) showed that T<¡, is left invertible if and only

if \\(b + H°°\\ < 1. In this section we shall study the inversion theorem in general

uniform algebras.

For cb G L°° and v G (L00);1 let T^ be the operator on vH2 defined by

T%f = Pv(M4>f).   Let P be the identity operator on vH2.   Then (T$)*T$ +

(H
(l)v^H(l)v

Iv. Hence if K°° is dense in K1, by Theorem 1,

sup   \\(T$yTZ-r>\\ = \\<l>+H0Ol
we(L=°)7'
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PROPOSITION 7. Suppose (b is a unimodular function in L°°. If K°° is dense in

Kl, then there exists a nonzero positive constant e(v) such that for any v G (L°°)y

l|r;/||2>c-(i;)||/||2,     fGvH2,

and inive,Loo\-i e(v) > 0 if and only if \\cb + H00]] < 1. If dim NT = n < oo, it is

sufficient that v ranges only over £ instead of (L00)^1.

The proof follows from Theorems 1 and 2.

THEOREM 8. Let m be a unique logmodular measure in NT and 4> a unimodular

function in L°°. TV is left invertible for every v in £o if and only if \ \ <p + H°° 11 < 1.

The proof follows from Theorem 3.

5. Concrete examples. All results in this paper were known in the disc

algebra. We shall now apply them to some other concrete examples.

(I) Let F be a compact subset of the plane, and let R(Y) be the uniform closure

of the rational functions in C(Y). We regard R(Y) as a uniform algebra on its

Shilov boundary, the topological boundary X of Y. Suppose the complement of Yc

of Y has a finite number n of components and the interior Y° of Y is a nonempty

connected set. Let A = R(Y)\X; then Ma — Y. If r G Ma is in Y° and m is

harmonic measure, then m is a unique logmodular measure of NT and dim NT =

n < oo [7, p. 116]. Then A°° c C(X). Theorems 3, 6, and 8 apply to this situation.

Then Theorem 8 is essentially a theorem of Abrahamse [1, Theorem 4.1].

(II) Let A be the disc algebra and let A be a subalgebra of A which contains the

constants and which has finite codimension in A. Two examples of such subalgebras

are {/ G A, /'(O) = 0} and {/ G A; f(0) = /(±)}. Anderson and Rochberg [3,
p. 815] described A. Let 6 be a finite Blaschke product. bA is a closed ideal in A

and hence A/bA is a finite dimensional algebra. Let H be any subspace of A with

the property that the image of H in A/bA is a subalgebra of A/bA which contains

the identity. The set A = {a G A: f = h + bg for some h G H, g G A} is a
subalgebra of A and has finite codimension. By a theorem of Gamelin [6], these

are the only such subalgebras. If r(f) = f(0) for / G A and m is the normalized

Lebesgue measure on the circle T, then it is easy to check that m is a core point

of NT and A/°° c C(T). Hence we can apply Theorem 2, and Propositions 5 and

7. Anderson and Rochberg [2] studied when T$ is left invertible and they got a

theorem. Their characterization is different from ours. If p is a finite complex

measure which annihilates A + Ac°° (A resp.) then p — kdm for some fc in Hq

(Ho1 + A/c°° resp.). Thus H¿ = (C(T)/A + N™)* and H¿ + JVC°° = (C(T)/A)*. For

(b G L°° set K{;\f) = ¡T ftp dm (f G H'+N^) and K$\f) = ¡T ftbdm (f G H¿).

Then K™ G (H¿ + JV~)* and K{2) G (H¿)\ By duality \\K^\\ = \\<f> + H°°\\

and \\Ki2)\\ = ||0 + H°° + Ac°°||. Hence if cb G C(T) there exists Ff G H¿ + Ac°°

and P2 e H¿ such that H^Hi = 1 and ||kJ,j)|| = K{yf](F3) for j = 1,2. Since
log | FT, | G L1, log [P, | = Uj + Ujo, where ujo G N°° and Uj is in the annihilator

of N°°. This gives the factorization of Fj such that Fj = b3h2, where hj is an

outer function in H2 with \hj\2 = eu' and bj is a function with \bj\ = eu>°. Then
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61 G H¿ + Ac°° and b2 G H¿. F3 = h3. b3h3 and

/  |Pj|dm=  /   \hj\2Vj dm =  I  \b3h3\2v~1dm
Jt Jt Jt 3

where Vj = \b3\ G £. Thus \\Hl¿)vi\\ = U + H°°\\ and ||tfj,2)"2|| = ll^ + PT^-r-A,00!!.

For cb G C(T) this shows Theorem 3. Unfortunately, we could not show this for all

4> G L°°. Similar ideas give some versions of Theorems 6 and 8.

(Ill) The unit polydisc Un and the torus Tn are cartesian products of n copies

of the unit disc U and of the unit circle T, respectively. A(Un) is the class of all

continuous complex functions on the closure U of Un with holomorphic restrictions

to Un is holomorphic there. Let A = A(Un)\X and X = Tn. This is the so-called

polydisc algebra. For simplicity we assume n = 2. Let m be normalized Lebesgue

measure; then m is a representing measure for r on X where r(f) = f(0) and

0 G U2. Suppose 1 < p < 00 and Z\ = {(n,m) G Z2; n > 0 and m > 0}. Then

Hp = {/ 6 Lp;f(n,m) = 0 if (n,m) £ Z2} and Kp = {/ G Lp;f(n,m) = 0 if
(— n, —m) G Z2}. K°° is dense in Kp. We can apply Theorem 1, and Propositions

5 and 7.
I am very grateful to the referee who improved the exposition in the first draft

of this paper.
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